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ABSTRACT
Principal component analysis (PCA) has well-documented
merits for data extraction and dimensionality reduction. PCA
deals with a single dataset at a time, and it is challenged when
it comes to analyzing multiple datasets. Yet in certain setups,
one wishes to extract the most significant information of one
dataset relative to other datasets. Specifically, the interest may
be on identifying, namely extracting features that are specific
to a single target dataset but not the others. This paper devel-
ops a novel approach for such so-termed discriminative data
analysis, and establishes its optimality in the least-squares
(LS) sense under suitable data modeling assumptions. The
criterion reveals linear combinations of variables by maxi-
mizing the ratio of the variance of the target data to that of the
remainders. The novel approach solves a generalized eigen-
value problem by performing SVD just once. Numerical tests
using synthetic and real datasets showcase the merits of the
proposed approach relative to its competing alternatives.
1. INTRODUCTION
Principal component analysis (PCA) is arguably the most
widely used method for data visualization and dimensionality
reduction [1]. PCA originated in statistics [2], but its modern
instantiation as well as the term principal component (PC)
vector was formalized in [3]. The goal of PCA is to extract
the most important information from a data table representing
observations, and depict it as a few PCs. PCs are uncorrelated
linear transformations of the original set of variables, along
which the maximum variation in the data is captured [1].
Yet, several application domains involvemultiple datasets,
and the task is to extract trends or features depicted by compo-
nent vectors that are present in one dataset but not the other(s)
[4]. For example, consider two gene expression datasets of
individuals from across different countries and genders: the
first includes gene expression levels of cancer patients, which
constitutes the target data that we want to analyze, while the
second is formed by healthy volunteers, and is called control
or background data. Applying PCA on either the target data
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or the target augmented with the control data is likely to ob-
tain PCs that represent the background information common
to both datasets (e.g., the demographic patterns, genders) [5],
instead of the component vectors depicting the subtypes of
cancer within patients. Despite its practical relevance, such
discriminative data analysis has not been widely studied.
Generalizations to PCA include multi-dimensional scal-
ing [6], locally linear embedding [7], sparse or kernel PCA
[8], [9], and canonical correlation analysis [10], [11], [12],
[13]. Given multiple datasets, analysts have to perform these
procedures on each individual dataset, and subsequently eval-
uate manually the obtained projections to identify whether
significant patterns representing similarities or differences
across datasets are present. A recent approach however,
pursued what is termed contrastive (c) PCA for extracting
the most distinct features of one dataset relative to the other
[4]. cPCA is able to reveal the dataset-specific information
often missed by PCA [4]. This becomes possible through
a hyper-parameter that takes into account both target and
control data, and critically affects the performance of cPCA.
The resultant cPCA algorithm requires finding the top eigen-
vectors of indefinite matrices, that is often done with SVD.
Although possible to automatically select the best from a list
of given values, computing SVD multiple times can be com-
putationally cumbersome or even prohibitive in large-scale
data extraction settings. Another method related to PCA is
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [14], that is “supervised,”
and seeks linear combinations of variables to maximize the
separation between classes. This is achieved by maximiz-
ing the ratio of the variance between classes to the variance
within the classes.
Inspired by LDA and cPCA, this paper puts forth a new
method for discriminative analytics, which is shown to be op-
timal in the least-squares (LS) sense provided that the back-
ground component vectors are also present in the target data.
Our method seeks linear combinations of variables by maxi-
mizing the ratio of the variance of target data to the variance
of control data, which justifies our chosen description as dis-
criminative (d) PCA. dPCA solves a generalized eigenvalue
problem. Relative to cPCA, dPCA is parameter-free, and re-
quires only one SVD. As such, dPCA is well-suited for large-
scale either discriminative or contrasting data exploration.
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2. PRELIMINARIES AND PRIOR ART
Consider two datasets, the target data {xi ∈ RD}1≤i≤m that
we are interested in analyzing, and data {yj ∈ RD}1≤j≤n
containing latent background component vectors in the target
data. Assume without loss of generality (wlog) that the sam-
ple mean of each dataset has been removed, and let Cxx :=
(1/m)
∑m
i=1 xix
>
i and Cyy := (1/n)
∑n
i=1 yiy
>
i denote
the corresponding sample covariance matrices. To motivate
the novel approach in Sec. 3, the basics of PCA and cPCA
are briefly reviewed in this section.
One formulation of PCA seeks vectors {χi ∈ Rd}1≤i≤m
as linear combinations of {xi ∈ RD}1≤i≤m with d < D via
maximizing their variances in the low-dimensional subspaces
[1]. Specifically for d = 1, (linear) PCA obtainsχi := u>xi,
where the direction u ∈ RD is found by
max
u∈RD
u>Cxxu (1a)
s. to u>u = 1. (1b)
Solving (1) yields u as the principal eigenvector of matrix
Cxx, also known as the first PC. Instead of having constraint
(1b) explicitly, we assume wlog that the solution u will al-
ways be normalized to have unity norm. For d > 1, PCA
amounts to computing the first d principal eigenvectors of
Cxx instead. As alluded to in Sec. 1, when two datasets {xi}
and {yj} are available, PCA performed either on {xi}, or on
{{xi}, {yj}}, can generally not unveil the patterns or trends
that are specific to the target relative to the control data.
Contrastive (c) PCA [4], on the other hand, aims to iden-
tify directions u along which the target data possesses large
variations while the control data has small variations. Con-
cretely, cPCA pursues problem [4]
max
‖u‖2=1
u>Cxxu− αu>Cyyu. (2)
whose solution is given by the eigenvector ofCxx−αCyy as-
sociated with the largest eigenvalue, and constitutes the first
contrastive (c) PC. Here, α > 0 is a hyper-parameter that
trades off maximizing the target data variance (the first term
in (2)) for minimizing the control data variance (second term).
However, there is no rule of thumb for choosing α. Although
a spectral clustering based algorithm has been developed to
automatically select the value of α, its brute-force search dis-
courages its use in large-scale datasets [15].
3. THE NOVEL APPROACH
Unlike PCA, LDA is “supervised,” and seeks directions that
yield the largest possible separation between classes via max-
imizing the ratio of the variance across classes to the variance
within classes. In the same vein, when both the target and the
background data are available, and one is interested in extract-
ing features, namely component vectors that are only present
in the target data but not in the background data, a meaning-
ful approach would be to maximize the ratio of the variance
of the target data over that of the background data
max
‖u‖2=1
u>Cxxu
u>Cyyu
(3)
which, with slight abuse of the term “discriminant,” we call
discriminative PCA. Likewise, the solution of (3) will be
termed first discriminative (d) PC, or dPC for short.
3.1. dPCA Algorithm
Suppose that Cyy is full rank with eigen-decomposition
Cyy := U
>
y ΣyUy . Upon defining C
1/2
yy := Σ
1/2
y Uy , and
changing variables v := C1/2yy u, (3) admits the same solution
as
v∗ := arg max
‖v‖2=1
v>C−>/2yy CxxC
−1/2
yy v (4)
which is the principal eigenvector of C−>/2yy CxxC
−1/2
yy . Fi-
nally, the solution to (3) is recovered as u∗ := C−1/2yy v∗,
followed by normalization to obtain a unit norm.
On the other hand, leveraging Lagrangian duality, the so-
lution of (3) can also be obtained as the right eigenvector of
C−1yy Cxx. To see this, note that (3) can be rewritten as
max
u∈RD
u>Cxxu (5a)
s. to u>Cyyu = b (5b)
for some constant b > 0 such that the solution ‖u∗‖2 = 1.
One can simply set b = 1 and subsequently normalize the
solution of (5). Letting λ ∈ R be the dual variable corre-
sponding to constraint (5b), the Lagrangian of (5) is
L(u;λ) = u>Cxxu+ λ
(
1− u>Cyyu
)
. (6)
The KKT conditions assert that for the optimal (u∗;λ∗), it
holds that Cxxu∗ = λ∗Cyyu∗, which is a generalized eigen-
value problem. Equivalently, one can rewrite
C−1yy Cxxu
∗ = λ∗u∗ (7)
suggesting that u∗ is an eigenvector of C−1yy Cxx associated
with eigenvalue λ∗. Respecting the constraint (u∗)>Cyyu∗ =
1, the objective (5a) reduces to
(u∗)>Cxxu∗ = λ∗(u∗)>Cyyu∗ = λ∗. (8)
It is clear now that the optimal objective value of problem (5)
is equal to the largest eigenvalue ofC−1yy Cxx, and the optimal
solution u∗ is the corresponding eigenvector.
For d > 1, one finds the d (right) eigenvectors ofC−1yy Cxx
that correspond to the d largest eigenvalues as the first d dPCs.
For ease of implementation, the proposed dPCA approach for
contrastive data exploration is summarized in Alg. 1. Con-
cerning dPCA, a couple of remarks are in order.
Algorithm 1 Discriminative principal component analysis.
1: Input: Nonzero-mean target and background data
{ ◦xi}1≤i≤m, { ◦yj}1≤j≤n; number of dPCs d.
2: Remove the mean from { ◦xi} and { ◦yj} to yield centered
data {xi}, and {yj}.
3: Construct the sample covariance matrices:
Cxx :=
1
m
m∑
i=1
xix
>
i , and Cyy :=
1
n
n∑
j=1
yjy
>
j
4: Perform SVD on matrix C−1yy Cxx.
5: Output the d (right) singular vectors corresponding to the
d largest singular values.
Remark 1. When there is no background data, with Cyy =
ID, dPCA boils down to PCA. On the other hand, when there
are multiple background datasets, one can first combine them
into a single one, and then apply dPCA. Other twists will be
discussed in the full version of this paper.
Remark 2. Performing dPCA on {xi} and {yj} can be seen
as performing PCA on the transformed data {C−>/2yy xi}
to yield v∗, followed by a linear re-transformation u∗ =
C
−1/2
yy v∗. The new data can be understood as the data ob-
tained after removing the “background” component vectors
from the target data.
Remark 3. Inexpensive power or Lanczos iterations [16] can
be employed to compute the principal eigenvectors in (4).
3.2. dPCA vis-a`-vis cPCA
Consider again the constrained form of dPCA (5) and its La-
grangian (6). Using Lagrange duality, when choosing α = λ∗
in (2), cPCA maximizing u∗(Cxx − λ∗Cyy)u is equivalent
to maxu∈RD L(u;λ∗) = u> (Cxx − λ∗Cyy)u+ λ∗, which
is exactly dPCA. In other words, cPCA and dPCA are equiv-
alent when α in cPCA is carefully set as the optimal dual
variable λ∗ for the constrained form (5) of dPCA, namely the
largest eigenvalue of C−1yy Cxx.
It will be useful for further analysis to focus on simulta-
neously diagonalizable matrices Cxx and Cyy, that is
Cxx := U
>ΣxU , and Cyy := U>ΣyU (9)
whereU ∈ RD×D is unitary and simultaneously decomposes
Cxx and Cyy, while diagonal matrices Σx, Σy  0 hold ac-
cordingly eigenvalues {λix}1≤i≤D ofCxx and {λiy}1≤i≤D of
Cyy on their main diagonals. It clearly holds thatC−1yy Cxx =
U>Σ−1y ΣxU = U
>diag
({λixλiy }1≤i≤D)U . Looking for the
first d dPCs boils down to taking the d columns of U associ-
ated with the d largest eigenvalue ratios among {λixλiy }1≤i≤D.
On the other hand, the solution of cPCA under a given
α, or the first d cPCs of Cxx − αCyy = U>(Σx −
αΣy)U = U
>diag
({λix − αλiy}1≤i≤D)U , are found as
the d columns of U that correspond to the d largest numbers
in {λix − αλiy}1≤i≤D. In the ensuing section, we show that
when given data obey certain models, dPCA is LS optimal.
4. OPTIMALITY OF dPCA
Adopting a bilinear (factor analysis) model, PCA describes
the (non-centered) data { ◦yj}1≤j≤n as
◦
yj =my +Uyψj + ey,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n (10)
wheremy is a location vector, Uy ∈ RD×D has orthonormal
columns; {ψj}1≤j≤n are the coefficients, and {ey,j}1≤j≤n
zero-mean random variables. The unknowns my , Uy , and
{ψi}1≤j≤n can be estimated using the LS criterion as [17]
minimize
my, {ψj},
U>y Uy=I
n∑
j=1
‖ ◦yj −my −Uyψj‖22 . (11)
whose solution is provided as [17]: m∗y := (1/n)
∑n
j=1
◦
yj ,
ψ∗j := (U
∗
y )
>( ◦yj − mˆy), ∀1 ≤ j ≤ n, and U∗y stacks up as
its columns the eigenvectors of Cyy := (1/n)
∑n
j=1 yjy
>
j ,
to form Cyy := U∗yΣy(U
∗
y )
>, where yj :=
◦
yj −m∗y is the
centered data. For notational brevity, the superscript ∗ shall
be dropped when clear from the context. Wlog, let Uy :=
[Ub Un] be partitioned such that Ub ∈ RD×k corresponds
to the first k PCs of Cyy, which capture most background
component vectors.
In the context of discriminative data analysis, we assume
that the target data share some PCs with the background data
(say Ub of (10)), and has additionally a few (say d) PCs that
capture patterns specific to the target data but are less signifi-
cant than the PCs in Ub. For simplicity, consider d = 1, and
model { ◦xi} as
◦
xi =mx + [Ub us]
[
χb,i
χs,i
]
+ ex,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m (12)
wheremx is the mean of { ◦xi}1≤i≤m; and assuming k+ d ≤
D, Ux := [Ub us] ∈ RD×(k+1) has orthonormal columns,
whereUb describes the component vectors present both in the
background as well as target data, while us ∈ RD×1 captures
the patterns of interest that are present only in the target data.
Our goal is to obtain this discriminative subspace Us given
solely the two datasets. By modeling this distinctly informa-
tive component χs,ius in (12) explicitly as an outlier vector,
it is also possible to employ robust PCA which boils down to
solving a nonconvex optimization problem [18].
Likewise, remove the mean mx := (1/n)
∑n
i=1
◦
xi from
the target data yielding xi :=
◦
xi −mx. Recalling C1/2yy :=
Σ
1/2
y Uy , consider the transformed data model for 1 ≤ i ≤ m:
C>/2yy xi = C
>/2
yy [Ub us]
[
χb,i
χs,i
]
+C>/2yy ex,i
= χs,iC
>/2
yy us +C
>/2
yy ex,i := χs,iu˜s + e˜x,i (13)
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Fig. 1. dPCA versus PCA on semi-synthetic data.
where C>/2yy Ub vanishes due to the orthogonality of columns
of U∗y = [Ub Un], u˜s := (U
∗
y )
>us, and e˜x,i is a zero-mean
random variable. Similar to (11), the LS optimal estimate u˜∗s
is given by the first principal eigenvector of
C˜xx :=
1
m
m∑
i=1
C>/2yy xix
>
i C
>/2
yy = C
>/2
yy CxxC
1/2
yy .
Hence, the discriminative PCs can be recovered from u˜s as
u∗s := C
1/2
yy u˜∗s , which coincides with solutions of problem
(3) or (4), and establishes the LS optimality of dPCA.
5. NUMERICAL TESTS
In this section, the performance of dPCA is assessed relative
to PCA and cPCA [4] on a synthetic and a real dataset. In
the first experiment, (semi-)synthetic target and background
data were generated from real images. Specifically, the target
data were constructed using 2, 000 handwritten digits 6 and
9 (1, 000 for each) of size 28 × 28 from the MNIST dataset
[19] superimposed with 2, 000 frog images from the CIFAR-
10 dataset [20]. The raw 32× 32 frog images were converted
to grayscale and randomly cropped to 28 × 28. The back-
ground data were built with 3, 000 resized images only, which
were sampled randomly from the remaining frog images.
We performed PCA on the target data only. The results
of the target images embedded onto the first two PCs and two
dPCs are depicted in the left and right panels of Fig. 1, respec-
tively. Clearly, PCA is unable to discover the two digit sub-
groups. This is because the obtained two PCs are likely asso-
ciated with the background component vectors within the tar-
get images, namely features depicting frog images rather than
handwritten digits. On the contrary, two clusters emerged in
the plot of dPCA, demonstrating its efficacy over PCA in dis-
criminating unique features of one dataset from the other.
The capability of dPCA in discovering subgroups is fur-
ther tested on real protein expression data. In the second ex-
periment, the target data consist of 267 points, each record-
ing 77 protein expression measurements for a mouse suffer-
ing Down Syndrome [21]. There were 135 mice with drug-
memantine treatment as well as 134 without treatment. The
control data comprise such measurements from 135 healthy
mice. The 135 control mice are likely to exhibit similar nat-
ural variations (due to e.g., sex and age) as the target mice,
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Fig. 2. Discovering subgroups in mice protein expression data.
but without the differences that result from Down Syndrome.
For cPCA, the spectral-clustering algorithm in [15] was im-
plemented for selecting 4 from a list of 15 logarithmically
spaced values between 0.001 and 1, 000 [4]. The simulated
results are presented in Fig. 2, with red circles denoting mice
with treatment and blue diamonds the other mice. PCA re-
veals that the two types of mice follow a similar distribution
in the space spanned by the first two PCs; see the left bottom
plot in Fig. 2. The separation between the two groups of mice
becomes clear when dPCA is applied. At the price of run-
time (15 times more than dPCA), cPCA with properly learnt
parameters (α = 3.5938 and 27.8256) can work well too.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper advocated a novel approach termed dPCA for dis-
criminative analytics, namely for discovering the most infor-
mative features that are specific to one dataset but are also dis-
tinct from some other correlated datasets. The resultant algo-
rithm amounts to solving a generalized eigenvalue problem.
Comparing to existing alternatives, dPCA bypasses parame-
ter tuning, and incurs complexity required to perform only
one SVD. It is provably optimal in the LS sense provided that
the background component vectors are present in the target
data. Simulated tests using (semi)-synthetic images and real
protein expression data corroborated the merits of the devel-
oped approach. Investigating dPCA using kernels and over
graphs constitutes meaningful future research directions.
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